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The aim of this paper is to present
1. Review of time slicing approximation method of Feynman path integrals introduced by
Feynman [4].
2. An integration by parts formula for Feynman path integrals under suitable assumption:
$\int_{\Omega_{x,y}}DF(\gamma)\lceil p(\gamma)]e^{i\nu S(\gamma)}\mathcal{D}(\gamma)=-\int_{\Omega_{x,y}}F(\gamma)Divp(\gamma)e^{i\nu S(\gamma)}\mathcal{D}(\gamma)$
$-iv \int_{\Omega_{x,y}}F(\gamma)DS(\gamma)\lceil p(\gamma)]e^{i\nu S(\gamma)}\mathcal{D}(\gamma)$ .
This formula is an analogy to Elworthy's integration by parts formula for Wiener integrals.
cf. [3]
3. An application of integration by parts formula to semiclassical asymptotic formula which
holds in the case of $F(\gamma^{*})=$ O. Here $\gamma^{*}$ is the stationary point of the phase $S(\gamma)$ , i.e.,
$\delta S(\gamma^{*})=0.$
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\S 1. Path integral dened by Feynman
For simplicity we restrict ourselves to the case where the conguration space is $R^{1}$ . In this
case Lagrangian function with potential $V(t, x)$ is
$L(t, x, x)= \frac{1}{2}\dot{x}^{2}-V(t, x)$ .
The case where non zero magnetic potential is present is discussed in [11]. Action of path
$\gamma:[s, s']arrow R$ is
(1.1) $S( \gamma)=\int_{s}^{s'}L(t,\dot{\gamma}(t), \gamma(t))dt.$
We assume throughout this paper the following assumption for potential $V(t, x)$ cf. W.Pauli
[14]:
Assumption 1.1. 1. $V(t, x)$ is a real continuous function of $(t, x)$ . If $t$ is xed, then it
is a function of class $C^{\infty}$ in $x.$
2. For $\forall m\geq 0$ there exists $v_{m}\geq 0$ such that
$\max_{|\alpha|=m}\sup_{(t,x)\in[s,s']\cross R^{d}}|\partial_{x}^{\alpha}V(t, x)|\leq v_{m}(1+|x|)^{\max\{2-m,0\}}.$
We write $\mathcal{H}$ for the $L^{2}$-Sobolev space $H^{1}(s, s')$ of order 1 in $[s,$ $s$ For any $x,$ $y\in R$ we
write $\mathcal{H}_{x,y}$ for the closed subset $\{\gamma\in H^{1}(S, \mathcal{S}');\gamma(s)=y, \gamma(s')=x\}$ of $\mathcal{H}$ . If $x=0$ and $y=0$
we write $\mathcal{H}0$ for $\mathcal{H}0,0$ . It is clear that action $S(\gamma)(1.1)$ is well dened for $\gamma\in \mathcal{H}$ under the
Assumption 1.1.
Proposition 1.2. Let $\delta_{0}>0$ be so small that
(1.2) $\frac{\delta_{0}^{2}v_{2}}{8}<1.$
$If|s'-s|\leq\delta_{0}$ , then for any $x,$ $y\in R$ there exists one and only path $\gamma^{*}\in \mathcal{H}_{x,y}$ such that
$S( \gamma^{*})=\min_{\gamma\in \mathcal{H}_{xy}},S(\gamma)$ .
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$\gamma^{*}$ is the classical path, i.e. the rst variation $\delta S(\gamma^{*})$ of $S(\gamma)$ at $\gamma^{*}$ vanishes:
$\delta S(\gamma^{*})=0, \gamma_{0}(s)=y, \gamma_{0}(s')=x.$




(1.3) $S(s', s, x, y)=S(\gamma^{*})$ .
This is called classical action.
Let $\triangle$ be an arbitrary division of the interval $[s, s']$ such that
(1.4) $\triangle:s=T_{0}<T_{1}<\cdots<T_{J}<T_{J+1}=s'.$
We set $\tau_{j}=T_{j}-T_{j-1},$ $j=1$ , 2, . . . , $J+1$ and $| \Delta|=\max_{1\leq j\leq J+1}\tau_{j}.$
Suppose that $|\triangle|\leq\delta$ . We set $x_{0}=y,$ $x_{J+1}=x$ . For all $x_{j}\in R,$ $j=1$ , 2, . . . , $J$ , there exists
one and only one piecewise classical path $\gamma_{\triangle}(t)$ which is the classical path for $T_{j-1}\leq t\leq T_{j}$
and satises
(1.5) $\gamma_{\triangle}(T_{j})=x_{j}, (j=0,1,2, \ldots, J+1)$ .
$\gamma_{\Delta}$ may have edges at $T_{j}$ . We use the symbol $\gamma_{\triangle}(x_{J+1}, x_{J}, \ldots, x_{1}, x_{0})$ to express the piece-
wise classical path satisfying (1.5), when we want to express explicitly its dependence on
$(x_{J+1}, x_{J}, \ldots, x_{1}, x_{0})$ .
If $\triangle$ and $x,$ $y$ are given then we write $\Gamma_{x,y}(\triangle)$ for the totality of all piecewise classical path
$\gamma\triangle\in \mathcal{H}_{x,y}$ . We write $\Gamma_{0}(\triangle)$ for $\Gamma_{0,0}(\triangle)$ . By the map
(1.6) $\Gamma(\triangle)\ni\gamma_{\triangle}(x_{J+1}, x_{J}, \ldots, x_{1}, x_{0})arrow(x_{J+1}, x_{J}, \ldots, x_{1}, x_{0})\in R^{J+2}$
we can identify $\Gamma(\triangle)$ and $R^{J+2}$ . Similarly $\Gamma_{x,y}(\triangle)$ is identied with $R^{J}.$
Given a functional $F(\gamma)$ , we often abbreviate $F(\gamma_{\Delta})$ as $F_{\Delta}$ . Once $\triangle$ is xed, it is a function
of $(Xj+1, x_{J}, \ldots, x_{1}, x_{0})$ and we denote the dependence of $F(\gamma_{\triangle})$ on $(x_{J+1}, x_{J}, . . . , x_{1}, x_{0})$ by
writing $F(\gamma_{\triangle})=F_{\triangle}(x_{J+1}, x_{J}, \ldots, x_{1}, x_{0})$ .
Feynman's formulation of path integral. Let $v=2\pi h^{-1}$ , where $h$ is Planck's con-
stant. And let $\Omega_{xy}$ be the spacel of paths starting $y$ at time $s$ and reaching $x$ at time $s'.$
Given a functional $F(\gamma)$ of $\gamma\in\Omega_{xy}$ , Feynman [4] considered the following integral on nite
dimensional space:
(1.7) $I[F_{\Delta}](\triangle;v, s', s, x, y)$
$= \prod_{j=1}^{J+1}(\frac{\nu}{2\pi i\tau_{j}})^{1/2}\int_{R^{J}}F(\gamma_{\Delta})(x, x_{J}, \ldots, x_{1}, y)\cross e^{ivS(\gamma\Delta)(x,x_{J},\ldots,x_{1},y)}\prod_{j=1}^{J}dx_{j}.$
lIn this note $\Omega$ is a symbol which expresses vaguely notion of path space.
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Feynman dened his path integral by the formula:
(1.8) $\int_{\Omega_{xy}}F(\gamma)e^{i\nu S(\gamma)}\mathcal{D}[\gamma]=|\triangle|arrow hm_{0}I[F_{\triangle}](\triangle;\nu, s', s, x, y)$ .
The integral $I[F_{\Delta}](\Delta;v, s', s, x, y)$ of (1.7) 2 is called time slicing approximation of Feynman
path integral (1.8). We say $F(\gamma)$ is \ $F$-integrable"', if the limit on the right hand side of (1.8)
exists.
The main aim of Feynman's paper [4] is the statement that the path integral (1.8) with
$F\equiv 1$ and $s'$ replaced by $t$ is the fundamental solution of Schr\"odinger's equation
(1.9) $\frac{i}{\nu}\partial_{t}u(t, x)=H(t)u(t, x) (t\in(s, s$
where $H(t)= \frac{1}{2}$ $(- \frac{i}{\nu}\partial_{x})^{2}+V(t, x)$ is the Hamiltonian operator.
\S 2. Some properties of classical action
From now on we always assume
(2.1) $|s'-s|\leq\delta_{0}.$
Calculation shows:
Proposition 2.1. $If|s'-s|\leq\delta,$ $S(s', s, x, y)$ is of the following form:
$S(s', s, x, y)= \frac{|x-y|^{2}}{2(s'-s)}+(s'-s)\phi(s', s, x, y)$ .
The function $\phi(\mathcal{S}', s, x, y)$ is a function of $(s', s, x, y)$ of class $C^{1}$ and $\exists C>0$ such that
$|\phi(s', s, x, y)|\leq C(1+|x|^{2}+|y|^{2})$ .
Moreover, if $s'$ and $s$ are xed, $\phi(s', s, x, y)$ is a $C^{\infty}$ function of $(x, y)$ and for $\forall m\geq 2$ we have
$\max_{2\leq|\alpha|+|\beta|\leq m}\sup_{(x,y)\in R^{2}}|\partial_{x}^{\alpha}\partial_{y}^{\beta}\phi(s', s, x, y)|=\kappa_{m}<\infty.$
In particular,
$\kappa_{2}\leq\frac{v_{2}}{2}(1-\frac{v_{2}\delta_{0}^{2}}{8})^{-1}$
Let $\triangle$ be the division of time interval $[s, s']$ as (1.4).
We discuss time slicing approximation of path integral.
(2.2) $I[F_{\triangle}](\triangle;\nu, s', s, x, y)$
$= \prod_{j=1}^{J+1}(\frac{\nu}{2\pi i\tau_{j}})^{1/2}\int_{R^{J}}F_{\triangle}(x_{J+1}, x_{J}, \ldots, x_{1}, x_{0})e^{i\nu S_{\Delta}(x_{J+1},x_{J},\ldots,x_{1},x_{O})}\prod_{j=1}^{J}dx_{j}.$
2For xed $\triangle$ the integral (1.7) does not converge absolutely even in the case $F(\gamma)\equiv 1$ . We regard
(1.7) as an oscillatory integral.
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Here $S_{\triangle}(x_{J+1}, x_{J}, \ldots, x_{1}, x_{0})$ is an abbreviation of $S(\gamma_{\Delta})(x_{J+1}, x_{J}, \ldots, x_{1}, x_{0})$ . We also ab-
breviate $S(T_{j}, T_{j-1}, x_{j}, x_{j-1})$ to $S_{j}(x_{j}, x_{j-1})$ and $\phi(T_{j}, T_{j-1}, x_{j}, x_{j-1})$ to $\phi_{j}(x_{j}, x_{j-1})$ . Thus
$S_{\Delta}(x_{J+1_{\rangle}}x_{J}, \ldots, x_{1}, x_{0})=\sum_{j=1}^{J+1}S_{j}(x_{j}, x_{j-1})=\sum_{j=1}^{J+1}(\frac{|x_{j}-x_{j-1}|^{2}}{2\tau_{j}}+\tau_{j}\phi_{j}(x_{j}, x_{j-1}))$ .
Consider $J\cross J$ matrix $\Psi$ whose $(j, k)$ element is
$\Psi_{jk}=\partial_{x_{j}}\partial_{x_{k}}S_{\triangle}(X_{J+1}, Xj, \ldots, x_{1}, x_{0}) (j, k=1,2, \ldots, J)$ .




and $W_{\triangle}$ is the matrix whose $(j, k)$ element is
(2.3) $w_{jk}=\{\begin{array}{ll}\partial_{x_{j}}^{2}(\tau_{i}\phi_{i}+\tau_{i+1}\phi_{j+1}) if j=k\partial_{x_{k}}\partial_{x_{j}}\tau_{j}\phi_{j} if k=j-1\partial_{x_{k}}\partial_{x_{j}}\tau_{j+1}\phi_{j+1} if k=j+10 if |j-k|\geq 2.\end{array}$
The matrix $H_{\triangle}$ is a positive denite constant matrix with determinant
$\det H_{\triangle}=\frac{\tau_{1}+\tau_{2}+.\cdot.\cdot\cdot+\tau_{J+1}}{\tau_{1}\tau_{2}.\tau_{J+1}}=\frac{(s'.-s)}{\tau_{1}\tau_{2}..\tau_{J+1}}$ .
It has its inverse $H_{\Delta}^{-1}$ . Regarding $W_{\triangle}$ as an perturbation, we write
$\Psi=H_{\triangle}(I+H_{\triangle}^{-1}W_{\triangle})$ .
Proposition 2.2. Let $0<\delta_{1}$ be so small that $\delta_{1}\leq\delta_{0}$ and $\kappa_{2}\delta_{1}^{2}<1$ . Let $|s'-s|\leq\delta_{1}.$






Assume $|s'-s|\leq\delta_{1}$ . Let $\gamma^{*}$ be the unique classical path in $\mathcal{H}_{x,y}$ and let $x_{j}^{*}=\gamma^{*}(T_{j})$ for
$j=0$ , 1, 2, . . . , $J+1$ and $W_{\Delta}^{*}=W_{\Delta}|_{x_{j}=x_{j}^{*},1\leq j\leq J}$ . We set
$D(\triangle;s', s, x, y)=\det(I+H_{\Delta}^{-1}W_{\Delta}^{*})$
$=( \frac{\tau_{1}\tau_{2}\ldots\tau_{J+1}}{s-s})eSS_{x_{J},x_{J-1},\ldots x_{1}}.$
Here $HeSS_{x_{J}^{*},\ldots xi^{S_{\triangle}(x_{J+1},x_{J},\ldots,x_{1},x_{0})}}$ is the Hessian matrix at $(x_{J}^{*}, \ldots x_{1}^{*})$ of $S_{\Delta}.$
Proposition 2.3. Suppose that $0<|s'-s|\leq\delta_{1}$ . Dene $d(\Delta;s', s, x, y)$ by
(2.4) $D(\Delta;s', s, x, y)=1+(s'-s)^{2}d(\triangle;s', s, x, y)$ .
Then for any $k\geq 0$
$\sup_{|s'-s|\leq\delta_{1}}\sup_{\Delta}\max|\alpha|+|\beta|\leq k_{(x,y)\in R^{2}}$
(2.5) $\sup |\partial_{x}^{\alpha}\partial_{y}^{\beta}d(\Delta;s', s, x, y)|<\infty.$
Proposition 2.4. $If|t-s|\leq\delta_{1}$ , then there exists the limit
(2.6) $\lim_{|\triangle|arrow 0}D(\triangle;t, s, x, y)=D(t, s, x, y)$ .
Dene
(2.7) $e(t, s, x, y)=( \frac{1}{2\pi(t-s)})^{1/2}D(t, s, x, y)^{-1/2}.$
Then this satises the transport equation cf. [2]:
$\partial_{t}e(t, s, x, y)+\partial_{x}S(t, s, x, y)\partial_{x}e(t, s, x, y)+\frac{1}{2}\partial_{x}^{2}S(t, s, x, y)e(t, s, x, y)=0.$
Let $(- \frac{d^{2}}{dt^{2}})^{-1}$ be the Green operator of Dirichlet boundary problem. Then $D(t, s, x, y)$ equals
the following innite dimensional determinant:
(2.8) $D(t, s, x, y)= \det(-\frac{d^{2}}{dt^{2}}-\partial_{x}^{2}V(t, \gamma^{*}))(-\frac{d^{2}}{dt^{2}})^{-1}$
\S 3. Stationary phase method for integrals over a space of large dimension
Let $f(x_{J+1}, x_{J}, \ldots, x_{1}, x_{0})$ be a function of $(x_{J+1}, x_{J}, \ldots, x_{1}, x_{0})\in R^{J+2}$ . Let $\triangle$ be a
division of interval $[\mathcal{S}, s']$ as (1.4). Then we can regard the function $f$ as a function dened on
$\Gamma(\triangle)$ , because $R^{J+2}$ is identied with $\Gamma(\triangle)$ . Let $0=jo<j_{1}<\cdots<j_{p}<j_{p+1}=J+1$ be a
subsequence of $\{0, 1, . . . , J, J+1\}$ . Then
(3.1) $\triangle'$ : $s=T_{j_{0}}<T_{j_{1}}<\cdots<T_{j_{p}}<T_{j_{p+1}}=s'$
is a division of the interval $[s, s']$ of which $\triangle$ is a renement. We call a division $\triangle^{J}$ of the
interval $[s, s']$ coarser than the division $\triangle$ if $\triangle$ is a renement of $\triangle'$ . There exists a natural
embedding map $\Gamma(\triangle')\subset\Gamma(\Delta)$ and $\Gamma_{x,y}(\triangle')\subset\Gamma_{x,y}(\triangle)$ . We shall write $\iota_{\Delta}^{\triangle}f$ : $\Gamma(\triangle^{J})arrow C$ for
the pull back of a function $f$ : $\Gamma(\triangle)arrow C$ by this embedding. If $f$ is a function dened on
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$R^{J+2}$ , we can dene a function $\iota_{\triangle}^{\Delta},f$ dened on $R^{p+2}$ using the identications $R^{J+2}\cong\Gamma(\Delta)$
and $R^{p+2}\cong\Gamma(\triangle')$ .
For integers $1\leq k<l\leq J+1$ we dene
(3.2) $S_{l,j\rangle}(x_{l}, \ldots x_{j-1})=S_{l}(x\iota, x_{l-1})+S_{l-1}(x_{l-1}, x_{l-2})+\cdots+S_{j}(x_{j}, x_{j-1})$ .
Note that $S_{J+1,1}(x_{J+1}, \ldots, x_{0})=S(x_{J+1}, \ldots, x_{0})$ . We understand that $S_{j,j}(x_{j}, x_{j-1})=$
$S_{j}(x_{j}, x_{j-1})$ . Suppose $1\leq k<l\leq J+1$ . For any xed $(x_{l}, x_{j-1})\in R^{2}$ let $(x_{l-1}^{*}, x_{l-2}^{*}, \ldots, x_{j}^{*})$
be the stationary point of the function $S_{l,j}(x_{l}, \ldots, x_{j-1})$ of (3.2). We shall write $x_{k}^{*}(x_{l}, x_{j-1})$
for $x_{k}^{*}$ when we wish to express that $x_{k}^{*}$ depends on $(x_{l}, x_{j-1})$ .
Suppose $\triangle'$ is the division given by (3.1) coarser than A. Then for any $f(x_{J+1}, x_{J}, \ldots, x_{0})\in$
$\Gamma_{x,y}(\Delta)$ it is clear by denition of $\iota_{\triangle}^{\triangle}$ , that
$\iota_{\Delta}^{\triangle},f(x_{J+1}, x_{j_{p}}, \ldots, x_{j_{1}}, x_{0})=f(x_{J+1}, x_{J}, \ldots, x_{1}, x_{0})|_{j_{n-1}<k<j_{n},n=1,2,\ldots,p+1}x_{k}=x_{k}^{*}(x_{j_{n}},x_{j_{n-1}}),$
We write $S_{l,j}^{*}(x\iota, x_{j-1})$ for the stationary value of $S_{l,j}(x\iota, \ldots, x_{j-1})$ . i.e.,
$S_{l,j}^{*}(x_{l}, x_{j-1})=S_{l}(x_{l}, x_{l-1}^{*}(x_{l}, x_{j-1}))$
$+ \sum_{k=j+1}^{l-1}S_{k}(x_{k}^{*}(x_{l}, x_{j-1}), x_{k-1}^{*}(x_{l}, x_{j-1}))+S_{j}(x_{j}^{*}(x_{l}, x_{j-1}), x_{j-1})$ .
As $S_{j}(x_{j}, x_{j-1})=S(x_{J}, x_{j-1})$ is a classical action, it turns out that
(3.3) $S_{l,j}^{*}(x_{l}, x_{j-1})=S_{l,j}(x_{l}, x_{j})$ .
Thus
$\iota_{\triangle}^{\triangle},S_{\triangle}(x_{J+1}, x_{j_{p}}, \ldots, x_{j_{1}}, x_{0})=\sum_{n=1}^{p+1}S_{j_{n},j_{n-1}+1}(x_{j_{n}}, x_{j_{n-1}})$ .
The interval $[s, s']$ itself is a particular division of $[s,$ $s$ which we write $\triangle(J+1)$ . Then
$\iota_{\triangle(J+1)}^{\triangle}S_{\triangle}(x_{J+1}, x_{0})=S(s', s, x, y)$ .
Given a function $a_{\lambda}(x_{J+1}, x_{J}, \ldots, x_{1}, x_{0})$ of $(x_{J+1}, x_{J}, . . . , x_{1}, x_{0})\in R^{J+2}$ with parameter
$\lambda$ and a xed division $\triangle$ , we discuss
(3.4) $I(\triangle, S_{\triangle}, a_{\lambda}, v)(x_{J+1}, x_{0})$
$= \prod_{j=1}^{J+1}(\frac{\nu}{2\pi i\tau_{j}})^{1/2}\int_{R^{J}}a_{\lambda}(x+, x_{J}, \ldots, x_{1}, x_{0})e^{i\nu S_{\triangle}(x+x_{J},\ldots,x_{1},x_{0})}J1)\prod_{j=1}^{J}dx_{j}.$
Assumption for the amplitude $a_{\lambda}(x_{J+1}, x_{J}, \ldots, x_{1}, x_{0})$ is the following:
Assumption 3.1. Let $m\geq 0$ be a constant. The amplitude $a_{\lambda}(x_{J+1}, x_{J}, \ldots, x_{1}, x_{0})$ is
dened on $R^{J+2}$ and may depend on a parameter $\lambda$ . For any integer $K\geq 0$ there exist
constants $A_{K}>0$ and $X_{K}\geq 1$ such that
1. If $|\alpha_{j}|\leq K$ for all $j=0$ , 1, . . . , $J+1$ , then $\forall(x_{J+1}, x_{J}, \ldots, x_{1}, x_{0})\in R^{J+2}$
$|( \prod_{j=0}^{J+1}\partial_{x_{j}}^{\alpha_{j}})a_{\lambda}(x_{J+1}, x_{J}, \ldots, x_{1}, x_{0})|\leq A_{K}X_{K}^{J+2}(1+|\lambda|+|x_{J+1}|+|x_{J}|+\cdots+|x_{1}|+|x_{0}|)^{m},$
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2. Let $\Delta'$ be any division dened by (3.1) coarser than $\Delta$ and let $\{\alpha_{j_{k}}\}$ be a sequence
of indices each of which satises $|\alpha_{j_{k}}|\leq K$ for $k=0$, 1, . . . , $p+1$ . Then for any
$(x_{0}, x_{j_{1}}, \ldots, x_{j_{p}}, x_{J+1})\in R^{p+2}$
$| \partial_{x_{0}}^{\alpha_{0}}\partial_{x_{J+1}}^{\alpha_{J+1}}(\prod_{k=1}^{p}\partial_{x_{j_{k}}}^{\alpha_{j_{k}}})(\iota_{\triangle}^{\triangle},a_{\lambda})(x_{J+1}, x_{j_{p}}, \ldots, x_{j_{1}}, x_{0})|$
$\leq A_{K}X_{K}^{p+2}(1+|\lambda|+|x_{J+1}|+|x_{j_{p}}|+. . . +|x_{j_{1}}|+|x_{0}|)^{m}.$
Let $(x_{l-1}^{*}, \ldots, x_{j}^{*})$ be the critical point of (3.2). And let Hess mean the Hessian of $S_{l,j}$ at
the critical point. We dene
(3.5) $D_{x_{l-1))}^{*}x_{j}^{*}}(S_{l,j};x_{l}, x_{j-1})=( \frac{\tau\iota+\cdots+\tau_{j}}{\tau_{l}\cdots\tau_{j}})\rangle|_{x_{k}=x_{k}^{*},j\leq k\leq l-1}.$
For any $k=1$ , 2, . . . , $J+1$ we dene the division
(3.6) $\Delta(k):s=T_{0}<T_{k}<T_{k+1}<\cdots<T_{J+1}=s'.$
$\Delta(1)=\triangle$ and $\Delta(J+1)$ is the interval itself without any intermediate dividing point. The
following theorem is known [7], [10].
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that $|s'-s|\leq\delta_{1}$ and $a_{\lambda}$ $(x_{J+1}, x_{J}, . . . , x_{1}, x_{0})$ satises Assumption
3.1. We further assume that $|\Delta||s'-s|\leq 1$ . Then
(3.7) $I( \triangle;S_{\Delta}, a_{\lambda}, \nu)(x_{J+1}, x_{0})=(\frac{\nu}{2\pi iT})^{1/2}e^{i\nu S(s',s,x_{J+1},x_{0})}k(\triangle;a_{\lambda}, \nu, s', s, x_{J+1}, x_{0})$
with
(3.8) $k(\Delta;a_{\lambda}, v, s', s, x_{J+1}, x_{0})$
$=D_{x_{J}^{l},\ldots,x_{1}^{*}}(S_{J+1,1};x_{J+1}, x_{0})^{-1/2}(\iota_{\Delta(J+1)}^{\Delta}a_{\lambda}(x_{J+1}, x_{0})+\nu^{-1}(s'-s)p(\Delta,x_{J+1}, x_{0}))$
$+\nu^{-1}(s'-s)^{2}|\triangle|q(\triangle, x_{J+1}, x_{0})+\nu^{-2}(s'-s)^{2}r(\Delta, \nu, x_{J+1}, x_{0})$ .
Here
(3.9) $p(\triangle, x_{J+1}, x_{0})$
$=- \frac{i}{2(s'-s)}\sum_{j=1}^{J}\frac{(T_{j}-s)\tau_{j+1}}{(T_{j+1}-s)}(\iota_{\triangle(J+1)}^{\Delta(j)}[D_{x_{j-1}^{*}},\ldots,xi(S_{j,1};x_{j}, x_{0})^{1/2}$
$\cross\partial_{x_{j}}^{2}(D_{x_{j-1}^{*},\ldots,x}i(S_{j,1}, x_{j}, x_{0})^{-1/2}\iota_{\triangle(j)}^{\triangle}a_{\lambda}))](x_{J+1}, x_{0})$ .
$q(\Delta, x_{J+1}, x_{0})$ is independent of $v$ . And functions $q(\triangle, x_{J+1}, x_{0})$ and $r(\Delta, \nu, x_{J+1}, x_{0})$ satises
the following estimate. For any $K\geq 0$ there exists an integer $M(K)\geq 0$ and a constant
$CK>0$ independent of $\triangle$ such that
(3.10) $(1+|\lambda|+|x_{J+1}|+|x0|)^{-m}|\partial_{x_{J+1}}^{\alpha_{J+1}}\partial_{x_{0}}^{\alpha_{0}}q(\triangle, x_{J+1}, x_{0})|\leq C_{K}A_{M(K)}X_{M(K)}^{2}$
(3.11) $(1+|\lambda|+|x_{J+1}|+|x_{0}|)^{-m}|\partial_{x_{J+1}}^{\alpha_{J+1}}\partial_{x_{O}}^{\alpha_{0}}r(\Delta, v, x_{J+1}, x_{0})|\leq C_{K}A_{M(K)}X_{M(K)}^{2},$
if multi-indices $\alpha_{0},$ $\alpha_{J+1}$ satises $|\alpha_{0}|\leq K$ and $|\alpha_{J+1}|\leq K.$
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Since
$(s'-s)^{-1} \sum_{j=1}^{J}\frac{(T_{j}-s)\tau_{j+1}}{(T_{j+1}-s)}\leq 1,$
we have from Theorem 3.2
Corollary 3.3. $If|\alpha_{J+1}|\leq K$ and $|\alpha_{0}|\leq K$ , then
(3.12) $(1+|\lambda|+|x_{J+1}|+|x_{0}|)^{-m}|\partial_{x_{J+1}}^{\alpha_{J+1}}\partial_{x_{O}}^{\alpha_{0}}k(\Delta;a_{\lambda}, v, s', s, x_{J+1}, x_{0})|\leq C_{K}X_{M(K)}^{2}A_{M(K)}.$
Remark 3.4. Tsuchida [16] treated the case of non-zero vector potential.
Denition 3.5. Let $p\geq 0$ and $k\geq 0$ be integers. For any function $f$ : $R^{n}\ni xarrow C$ we
dene a norm
$\Vert f\Vert_{\{p,k\}}=\sum_{|\alpha|\leq k}\sup_{x\in R^{n}}(1+|x|)^{-p}|\partial_{x}^{\alpha}f(x)|.$
We write
$\mathcal{B}_{p}(R^{n})=\{f\in C^{\infty}(R^{n}):\Vert f\Vert_{\{p,k\}}<\infty, \forall k\geq 0\}.$
$\mathcal{B}_{p}(R^{n})$ is a Fr\'echet space. If $p=0$ , we abbreviate $\mathcal{B}_{0}(R^{n})$ to $\mathcal{B}(R^{n})$ .
Denition 3.6. Let $m\geq 0$ be a constant. Let $\{f_{\lambda}(x)\}_{\lambda}$ be a family of functions in $\mathcal{B}_{p}(R^{n})$ .
If this is a bounded set in $\mathcal{B}_{p}(R^{n})$ , we write
$f_{\lambda}=\mathcal{O}_{\mathcal{B}_{p}(R^{n})}(1)$ .
And we write $f_{\lambda}=\mathcal{O}_{\mathcal{B}_{p}(R^{n})}(g)$ if $f_{\lambda}/g=\mathcal{O}_{\mathcal{B}_{p}(R^{n})}(1)$ .
Remark 3.7. It follows from Theorem 3.2 that
(3.13) $k(\triangle;a_{\lambda}, v, s', s, x_{J+1}, x_{0})$
$=D_{x_{J}^{*},\ldots,x_{1}^{*}}(S_{J+1,1};x_{J+1}, x_{0})^{-1/2}$
$\cross(\iota_{\triangle(J+1)}^{\triangle}a_{\lambda}(x_{J+1}, x_{0})+v^{-1}(s'-s)p(\triangle, x_{J+1}, x_{0})$
$+\nu^{-1}\mathcal{O}_{\mathcal{B}_{m}(R^{2})}((s'-s)^{2}|\triangle|)+v^{-2}\mathcal{O}_{\mathcal{B}_{m}(R^{2})}((s'-s)^{2}))$ .
Assumption 3.8 (N.Kumano-go's assumption). Suppose $a_{\lambda}(x_{J+1}, x_{J}, \ldots, x_{1}, x_{0})$ satises
Assumption 3.1. Moreover, there exists a bounded Borel measure $\rho\geq 0$ on $[s, s']$ such that as
far as $|\alpha_{k}|\leq K$ for $k=0$ , 1, 2, . . . , $J+1$
$|( \prod_{k=0}^{J+1}\partial_{x_{k}}^{\alpha_{k}})\partial_{x_{j}}a_{\lambda}(x_{J+1}, x_{J}, \ldots, x_{1}, x_{0})|$
$\leq A_{K}X_{K}^{J+2}\rho([T_{j-1}, T_{j+1}])(1+|\lambda|+|x_{J+1}|+|x_{J}|+\ldots+|x_{1}|+|x_{0}|)^{m}$ $(0\leq\forall j\leq J+1)$
and that as far as $|\alpha_{j_{k}}|\leq K$ for $k=0$ , 1, . . . , $p+1$
$| \partial_{x_{0}}^{\alpha_{0}}\partial_{x_{J+1}}^{\alpha_{J+1}}(\prod_{k=1}^{p}\partial_{x_{j_{k}}}^{\alpha_{j_{k}}})\partial_{x_{j_{k}}}(\iota_{\triangle}^{\triangle},a_{\lambda})(x_{J+1}, x_{j_{p}}, \ldots, x_{j_{1}}, x_{0})|$
$\leq A_{K}X_{K}^{P+2}\rho([T_{j_{k-1}}, T_{j_{k+1}}])(1+|\lambda|+|x_{J+1}|+|x_{j_{p}}|+\ldots+|x_{j_{1}}|+|x_{0}|)^{m}$ $(0\leq\forall k\leq p+1)$ .
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Proposition 3.9. Suppose $a_{\lambda}$ $(x_{J+1}, x_{J}, . . . , x_{1}, x_{0})$ satises Kumano-go's assumption. Then
the function $k(\triangle;a_{\lambda}, \nu, s', s, x_{J+1}, x_{0})$ of (3.7) is of the form
(3.14) $k(\Delta;a_{\lambda}, v, s', s, x_{J+1}, x_{0})$
$=D_{x_{J}^{*},\ldots,x_{1}^{*}}(S_{J+1,1};x_{J+1}, x_{0})^{-1/2}(\iota_{\triangle(J+1)}^{\Delta}a_{\lambda}(x_{J+1}, x_{0})+\nu^{-1}R(\triangle,x_{J+1}, x_{0}$
And for any integer $K\geq 0$ there exist $C_{K}$ and $M(K)$ independent of $\triangle$ and $\nu$ such that as far
as $|\alpha|\leq K,$ $\beta\leq K$
$(1+|\lambda|+|x_{J+1}|+|x_{0}|)^{-m}|\partial_{x_{J+1}}^{\alpha_{J+1}}\partial_{x_{0}}^{\alpha_{0}}R(\triangle, x_{J+1}, x_{0})|\leq C_{K}A_{M(K)}|s'-s|(|s'-s|+\rho([s,$ $s$
i. e.,
(3.15) $R(\Delta, x_{J+1}, x_{0})=\mathcal{O}_{\mathcal{B}_{m}(R^{2})}(|s'-s|(|s'-s|+\rho([s, s$
\S 4. Convergence of Feynman path integral
We discuss convergence of Feynman path integral. Our discussion is valid only for those
$F(\gamma)$ that have rather restrictive properties.
Assumption 4.1 (N.Kumano-go's condition). Let $m$ be a non-negative constant and $\rho$ be
a bounded Borel measure $\rho\geq 0$ on $[s,$ $s$ Suppose $F(\gamma)$ is a functional dened for all piecewise
classical path $\gamma\in\bigcup_{\Delta}\Gamma(\triangle)$ . For any integer $K\geq 0$ there exist constants $A_{K}>0$ and $X_{K}\geq 1$
such that for any division $\triangle$ dened by (1.4) and $\mathring{f}r$ any indices $\alpha_{j},$ $j=0$ , 1, 2, . . . , $J+1$
satisfying $|\alpha_{j}|\leq K$ there hold the following inequalities:
$|( \prod_{j=0}^{J+1}\partial_{x_{j}}^{\alpha_{j}})F(\gamma_{\Delta}(x_{J+1}, x_{J}, \ldots, x_{1}, x_{0}))|\leq A_{K}X_{K}^{J+2}(1+|x_{J+1}|+|x_{J}|+\cdots+|x_{1}|+|x0|)^{m},$
$|( \prod_{j=0}^{J+1}\partial_{x_{j}}^{\alpha_{j}})\partial_{x_{k}}F(\gamma_{\Delta}(x_{J+1}, \ldots, x_{k+1}, x_{k}, x_{k-1}, \ldots, x_{0})|$
$\leq A_{K}X_{K}^{J+2}\rho([T_{k-1}, T_{k+1}])(1+|x_{J+1}|+|x_{J}|+\cdots+|x_{1}|+|x_{0}|)^{m}.$
Remark 4.2. $F(\gamma)\equiv 1$ clearly satises this assumption.
Example 4.3. Let $\rho(t)$ be a function of bounded-variation on $[s, s']$ and $f(t, x)$ be a con-
tinuous function of $(t, x)\in[s, s']\cross R$ and innitely dierentiable in $x$ . Suppose that for any $\alpha$
there exists a positive constant $C_{\alpha}$ such that
$|\partial_{x}^{\alpha}f(t, x)|\leq C_{\alpha}(1+|x|)^{m}$
with some $m\geq 0$ independent of a and $(t, x)$ . Then the following functional satises Assump-
tions 4.1.
$F( \gamma)=\int_{s}^{s'}f(t, \gamma(t))d\rho(t)$ .
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The next theorem was proved by N.Kumano-go [12], while the case $F(\gamma)\equiv 1$ had been
known. [8], [11] and [6].
Theorem 4.4. Suppose that $F(\gamma)$ satises Assumption 4.1 above and $|s'-s|\leq\delta_{1}$ . Let
$I[F_{\triangle}](\Delta;v, s', s, x, y)$ be the time slicing approximation dened by (2.2). We write
(4.1) $I[F_{\Delta}]( \triangle;\nu, s', s, x, y)=(\frac{\nu}{2\pi i(s'-s)})^{1/2}e^{i\nu S(s',s,x,y)}k(\triangle;F_{\Delta}, \nu, s', s, x, y)$ .
Then $k(F;\nu, s', s, x, y)$ ) $= \lim_{|\Delta|arrow 0}k(\Delta;F_{\triangle}, v, s', s, x, y)$ exists in the space $\mathcal{B}_{m}(R^{2})$ . More
precisely, for any $K\geq 0$ there exists $CK>0$ such that if $|\alpha|\leq K$ and $|\beta|\leq K$
(4.2) $\sup_{(x,y)\in R^{2}}(1+|x|+|y|)^{-m}|\partial_{x}^{\alpha}\partial_{y}^{\beta}(k(\triangle;F_{\Delta)}v, s', s, x, y)-k(F;\nu, s', s, x, y$
$\leq C_{K}A_{M(K)}X_{M(K)}^{4}|\triangle|(\rho([s, s +|s'-s$
$k(F;v, s', s, x, y)$ can be written as
(4.3) $k(F;\nu, s', s, x, y)=D(s', s, x, y)^{-1/2}(F(\gamma^{*})+v^{-1}R[F](\nu, s', s, x, y))$
and for $|\alpha|\leq K$ and $|\beta|\leq K$
(4.4) $|\partial_{x}^{\alpha}\partial_{y}^{\beta}R[F](\nu, s_{)}'s, x, y)|\leq C_{K}A_{M(K)}|s-s'|(|s-s'|+\rho([s, s']))(1+|x|+|y|)^{m}.$
Set
(4.5) $K[F]( \nu, s', s, x, y)=(\frac{\nu}{2\pi i(\mathcal{S}-s)})^{1/2}e^{i\nu S(s',s,x,y)}k(F;\nu, s', s, x, y)$ .
Then
(4.6) $K[F](v, s', s, x, y)= \lim_{|\triangle|arrow 0}I[F_{\triangle}](\triangle;v, s', s, x, y)$ .
Remark 4.5. In short, $F(\gamma)$ is"F-integrable" if $F$ satises Assumption 4.1. We may write
(4.7) $\int_{\Omega}e^{ivS(\gamma)}F(\gamma)\mathcal{D}[\gamma]=K[F](\nu, s', s, x, y)$ .
Remark 4.6. Equality (4.3) together with (4.4) imply semiclassical asymptotic formula.
Theorem 4.4 follows from the next proposition.
Proposition 4.7. Let $\triangle^{*}$ be an arbitrary renement of $\triangle$ . For any integer $K\geq 0$ there
exist a constant $C_{K}$ and an integer $M(K)$ independent of $\Delta,$ $\triangle^{*}$ and $\nu$ such that
$|\partial_{x}^{\alpha}\partial_{y}^{\beta}(k(\triangle^{*};F_{\Delta}*, \nu, s', s, x, y)-k(\triangle;F_{\Delta}, \nu, s', s, x, y$
(4.8) $\leq C_{k}A_{M(K)}X_{M(K)}^{4}|\triangle|(\rho([s, s +|\triangle|)(1+|x|+|y|)^{m}$
if $|\alpha|\leq k,$ $|\beta|\leq k.$
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We indicate the idea to prove Proposition 4.7. The division points of $\triangle^{*}$ that lies in the
rst subinterval $[T_{0}, T_{1}]$ of $\Delta$ make a division $\delta$ of $[T_{0}, T_{1}]$
(4.9) $\delta:s=T_{0}=T_{1,0}<T_{1,1}<\cdots<T_{1,p_{1}+1}=T_{1}.$
Let $\triangle_{1}$ be the division of $[s, s']$ dened by all division points of $\triangle$ and division points of $\Delta^{*}$
that lies in $[T_{0}, T_{1}]$ . In other words
(4.10) $\triangle_{1}$ : $s=T_{0}=T_{1,0}<T_{1,1}<\cdots<T_{1,p_{1}+1}=T_{1}<T_{2}<T_{3}<\cdots<T_{J}<T_{J+1}=s'.$
$\Delta_{1}$ is a renement of $\Delta$ . Let $(x, y)\in R^{2}$ . For arbitrary $(y_{1}, \ldots, y_{p_{1}})\in R^{p_{1}}$ and $(x_{1}, \ldots, x_{J})$
there exists one and only one piecewise classical path $\gamma\triangle_{1}\in\Gamma_{x_{)}y}(\triangle_{1})$ such that
$y_{k}=\gamma_{\Delta_{1}}(T_{1,k})$ , for $0\leq k\leq p_{1}+1,$
$x_{j}=\gamma_{\Delta_{1}}(T_{j})$ , for $0\leq j\leq J+1,$
where we set $y0=x_{0}$ and $y_{p_{1}+1}=x_{1}$ as well as $x_{J+1}=x,$ $x_{0}=y.$
Proposition 4.8.
$k(\triangle_{1};F_{\triangle_{1}}, \nu, s', s, x_{J+1}, x_{0})-k(\triangle;F_{\Delta}, v, s', s, x_{J+1}, x_{0})$
$=\mathcal{O}_{\mathcal{B}_{m}(R^{2})}(\tau_{1}^{2})+v^{-1}\mathcal{O}_{\mathcal{B}_{m}(R^{2})}(\tau_{1}^{2}+\tau_{1}\rho([T_{0}, T_{1}$
Admitting this proposition as true for the moment, we proceed in the following way. We
add to dividing points of division $\triangle_{1}$ all the division points of $\Delta^{*}$ that lie in $[T_{1}, T_{2}]$ . Then we
obtain a new division $\Delta_{2}$ of $[s,$ $s$ $\Delta_{2}$ is the same as $\Delta^{*}$ in $[T_{0}, T_{2}]$ and it is the same as $\triangle$ in
$[T_{2}, T_{J+1}]$ . We have in this case, corresponding to Proposition 4.8,
(4.11) $k(\triangle_{2};F_{\triangle_{2}}, \nu, s', s, x, y)-k(\triangle_{1};F_{\Delta_{1}}, \nu, s', s, x, y)$
$=\mathcal{O}_{\mathcal{B}_{m}(R^{2})}(\tau_{2}^{2})+\nu^{-1}\mathcal{O}_{\mathcal{B}_{m}(R^{2})}(\tau_{2}^{2}+\tau_{2}\rho([T_{1}, T_{2}$
Similarly, we make $\Delta_{3}$ from $\triangle_{2}$ . Continuing this process $J+1$ times, we nally obtain $\triangle_{J+1}=$
$\triangle^{*}$ . Therefore,
(4.12) $k(\Delta^{*};F_{\Delta}*, \nu, s', s, x, y)-k(\triangle;F_{\Delta}, \nu, s', s,x, y)$
$= \sum_{j=1}^{J+1}(k(\Delta_{j};F_{\Delta_{j}}, \nu, s', s, x, y)-k(\Delta_{j-1};F_{\triangle_{j-1}}, \nu, s', s, x, y))$
$= \sum_{j=1}^{J+1}\mathcal{O}_{\mathcal{B}_{m}(R^{2})}(\tau_{j}^{2})+v^{-1}\mathcal{O}_{\mathcal{B}_{m}(R^{2})}(\tau_{j}^{2}+\tau_{j}\rho([T_{j-1}, T_{j}$
$=\mathcal{O}_{\mathcal{B}_{m}(R^{2})}(|\triangle|(s'-s))+\nu^{-1}\mathcal{O}_{\mathcal{B}_{m}(R^{2})}(|\triangle|(s'-s)+|\triangle|\rho([s, s$
This proves Proposition 4.7.
We suggest how to prove Proposition 4.8. We dene
$S_{\delta}(x_{1}, y_{p_{n}}, \ldots, y_{1}, x_{0})=\sum_{k=1}^{p_{1}+1}S(T_{1},{}_{k}T_{1,k-1};y_{k}, y_{k-1})$ .
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Then
$S_{\triangle_{1}}(x_{J+1}, \ldots, x_{1}, y_{p_{1}}, \ldots, y_{1}, x_{0})=(\sum_{j=2}^{J+1}S_{j}(x_{j}, x_{j-1}))+S_{\delta}(x_{1}, y_{Pn}, \ldots, y_{1},x_{0})$ .
By denition
(4.13)
$I[F_{\triangle_{1}}](\triangle_{1};v, s', s, x, y)$
$= \prod_{j=2}^{J+1}(\frac{\nu}{2\pi i\tau_{j}})^{1/2}\int_{R^{J}}e^{i\nu\Sigma_{j=2}^{J+1}S_{j}(x_{j},x_{j-1})}\prod_{j=1}^{J}dx_{j}$
$\cross\prod_{k=1}^{P1+1}(\frac{\nu}{2i\pi\sigma_{k}})^{1/2}\int_{R^{p_{1}}}e^{i\nu S_{\delta}(x_{1},y_{p_{1}},\ldots,y_{1},x_{0})}F_{\Delta_{1}}(x_{J+1}, \ldots, x_{1}, y_{p_{1}}, \ldots, y_{1}, x_{0})\prod_{k=1}^{P1}dy_{k}.$
We perform integration by the variables $(y_{p_{1}}, \ldots, y_{1})$ prior to integration by variables
$(x_{J}, \ldots, x_{1})$ . Set
(4.14)
$( \frac{\nu}{2\pi i\tau_{1}})^{1/2}e^{i\nu S_{1}(x_{1},x_{0})}F_{\triangle/\Delta_{1}}(x_{J+1}, x_{J}, \ldots, x_{1}, x_{0})$
$= \prod_{k=1}^{p_{1}+1}(\frac{\nu}{2i\pi\sigma_{k}})^{1/2}\int_{R^{p_{1}}}e^{i\nu S_{\delta}(x_{1},y_{p_{1}},\ldots,y_{1},x_{O})}F_{\triangle_{1}}(x_{J+1}, \ldots, x_{1}, y_{p_{1}}, \ldots, y_{1}, x_{0})\prod_{k=1}^{p_{1}}dy_{k}.$
Then (4.13) means that
(4.15) $I[F_{\triangle_{1}}](\triangle_{1};\nu, s_{\rangle}'s, x, y)=I[F_{\triangle/\triangle_{1}}](\Delta;v, s', s, x, y)$ .
We apply Proposition 3.9 to the integration by $(y_{p_{1}}, \ldots, y_{1})$ in (4.14). Then
(4.16) $F_{\Delta/\Delta_{1}}(x_{J+1}, x_{J}, \ldots, x_{1}, x_{0})$
$=D(\delta;x_{1}, x_{0})^{-1/2}(F_{\Delta}(x_{J+1}, x_{J}, \ldots, x_{1}, x_{0})+\nu^{-1}R_{\delta}[F_{\Delta_{1}}](v, x_{J+1}, x_{J}, \ldots, x_{1}, x_{0}))$ ,
here
(4.17) $R_{\delta}[F_{\triangle_{1}}](\nu, x_{J+1}, x_{J}, \ldots, x_{1}, x_{0})=\mathcal{O}_{\mathcal{B}_{m}(R^{J+1})}(\tau_{1}^{2}+\tau_{1}\rho([T_{0}, T_{1}$
On the other hand, it follows from Proposition 2.3 that $D(\delta;x_{1}, x_{0})^{-1/2}=1+\mathcal{O}_{\mathcal{B}_{0}(R^{2})}(\tau_{1}^{2})$ .
Combining these, we have
$F_{\Delta/\Delta_{1}}(x_{J+1,XJ}, \ldots, x_{1}, x_{0})$
$=F_{\Delta}(x_{J+1}, x_{J}, \ldots, x_{1}, x_{0})+\mathcal{O}_{\mathcal{B}_{m}(R^{J+2})}(\tau_{1}^{2}+\nu^{-1}(\tau_{1}^{2}+\tau_{1}\rho([T_{0}, T_{1}$
We can show that we can apply Corollary 3.3 to the right hand side of (4.15) and that
$k(\triangle_{1};F_{\Delta_{1}}, v, s', s, x, y)$
$=k(\triangle;F_{\triangle}, v, s', s, x, y)+\mathcal{O}_{\mathcal{B}_{m}(R^{2})}(\tau_{1}^{2}+v^{-1}(\tau_{1}^{2}+\tau_{1}\rho([T_{0}, T_{1}])))$ .
This shows Proposition 4.8.
In the case $F(\gamma)\equiv 1$ we discuss the integral transformation with the kernel $K[1](\nu, t, s, x, y)$ .
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Denition 4.9. We dene for any $\varphi\in C_{0}^{\infty}(R)$
(4.18) $I( \Delta;\nu, t, s)\varphi(x)=\int_{R}I[1](\Delta;\nu, t, s, x, y)\varphi(y)dy,$
(4.19) $K( \nu, t, s)\varphi(x)=\int_{R}K[1](\nu, t, s, x, y)\varphi(y)dy.$
We write $\Vert A\Vert$ for the operator norm of a linear operator $A$ on $L^{2}(R)$ . It turns out from
$L^{2}$-boundedness theorem in [1] that the following facts hold:
Proposition 4.10. Suppose that $|t-s|\leq\delta_{0}$ . Then there exists a positive constant $C$
independent of $v,$ $t$ and $s$ such that
(4.20) $\Vert I(\triangle;\nu, t, s \leq C, \Vert K(\nu, t, s \leq C.$
Theorem 4.11. Suppose that $|t-s|\leq\delta_{0}$ . Then there exists a positive constant $C$ inde-
pendent of $v,$ $t,s$ such that
(4.21) $\Vert I(\Delta;v, t, s)-K(\nu, t, s \leq C(s'-s)|\Delta|.$
Next we shall discuss the relation between Feynman path integral and propagator of
Schr\"odinger equation.
Let $H(t)$ be the Hamiltonian operator:
(4.22) $H(t)= \frac{1}{2}(-i\nu^{-1}\partial_{x})^{2}+V(t, x)$ .
Theorem 4.12. Suppose that $|t-s|\leq\delta_{0}$ . For any $f\in C_{0}^{\infty}(R)$ the $L^{2}(R)$ -valued function
$tarrow K(\nu, t, s)f$ is strongly dierentiable. It satises
(4.23) $i \nu^{-1}\frac{d}{dt}K(\nu, t, s)f=H(t)K(v, t, s)f,$
(4.24) $s- \lim_{|t-s|arrow 0}K(\nu, t, s)f=f.$
Corollary 4.13. $K(\nu, t, s)f(x)$ is the classical solution of Scr\"odinger equation
(4.25) $i \nu^{-1}\frac{\partial}{\partial t}K(\nu, t, s)f=[\frac{1}{2}(-i\nu^{-1}\frac{\partial}{\partial x})^{2}+V(t, x)]K(\nu, t, s)f(x)$ ,
if $f\in C_{0}^{\infty}.$
Remark 4.14. In the case $F(\gamma)\equiv 1,$ $K[1]( \nu, s', s, x, y)=\int_{\Omega_{x,y}}e^{i\nu S(\gamma)}\mathcal{D}[\gamma]$ is in fact the
fundamental solution of Schr\"odinger equation (1.9). And it has semiclassical asymptotic for-
mula given by (4.3) and (4.4) with $F(\gamma^{*})=1$ . The principal term enjoys the property shown
by Proposition 2.4. cf. [2]
These main statement of Feynman's paper [4] were veried rigorously in [5], [6], [11], [8].
\S 5. An integration by parts formula
\S 5.1. Some operators of trace class
We set $s=0$ and $s'=T$ for simplicity. Let $\mathcal{X}=L^{2}([0, T])$ and $\mathcal{H}=H^{1}([0, T])$ be the real
$L^{2}$-Sobolev space of order 1. For any $x,$ $y\in R$ , we write $\mathcal{H}_{x,y}=\{\gamma\in \mathcal{H}$ : $\gamma(0)=y,$ $\gamma(T)=$
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$x\}.$ $\mathcal{H}_{x,y}$ is an innite dimensional dierentiable manifold. Its tangent space at $\gamma\in \mathcal{H}_{x,y}$ is
identied with the space $\mathcal{H}0=H_{0}^{1}([0, T])=\{\gamma\in \mathcal{H};\gamma(0)=\gamma(T)=0\}$
Let $\tilde{\rho}$ : $\mathcal{H}arrow \mathcal{X}$ be the natural embedding and $\rho$ : $\mathcal{H}_{0}arrow \mathcal{X}$ be its restriction to $\mathcal{H}_{0}$ and
$\rho^{*}:\mathcal{X}arrow \mathcal{H}0$ be its adjoint.
We write $(,$ $)_{X}$ for the inner product of $\mathcal{X}$ . We write $\mathcal{L}(\mathcal{X})$ for the Banach space of all
bounded linear operators in $\mathcal{X}$ equipped with operator norm $\Vert$ $\Vert_{\mathcal{L}(\mathcal{X})}$ . We adopt the following
inner product of $\mathcal{H}_{0}$ :
$(h_{1}, h_{2})_{\mathcal{H}_{0}}= \int_{0}^{T}\frac{d}{dt}h_{1}(t)\frac{d}{dt}h_{2}(t)dt (h_{1}, h_{2}\in \mathcal{H}_{0})$ .
We write $\Vert h\Vert_{\mathcal{H}_{O}}$ for the norm of $h\in \mathcal{H}0$ in $\mathcal{H}_{0}$ . The cotangent vector $DF(\gamma)$ is identied with
an element, which we also write $DF(\gamma)\in \mathcal{H}0$ , via the inner product of $\mathcal{H}_{0}$ by the equation
$DF(\gamma)[h]=(DF(\gamma), h)_{\mathcal{H}_{0}}.$
Let $\omega=\pi T^{-1}$ and let $e_{n}(t)=\sqrt{\frac{2}{T}}\sin n\omega t$ . Then $\{e_{n}\}_{n=1}^{\infty}$ is a complete orthonormal system
of $\mathcal{X}$ . We can choose a complete orthogonal system $\{\varphi_{n}\}_{n=1}^{\infty}\subset \mathcal{H}_{0}$ such that $\rho\varphi_{n}=(n\omega)^{-1}e_{n},$
i.e., $\rho\varphi_{n}(t)=(n\omega)^{-1}\sqrt{\frac{2}{T}}\sin n\omega t$ . It is clear that $\rho^{*}e_{n}=(n\omega)^{-1}\varphi_{n}$ . Therefore, $\rho$ and $\rho^{*}$ are
Hilbert Schmidt operators and
(5.1) $\rho\rho^{*}e_{n}=(n\omega)^{-2}e_{n}, \rho^{*}\rho\varphi_{n}=(n\omega)^{-2}\varphi_{n} (n=1,2,3, \ldots)$ .
It turns out that
(5.2) $- \frac{d^{2}}{dt^{2}}\rho\rho^{*}e_{n}(t)=e_{n}(t) , e_{n}(0)=e_{n}(T)=0 (n=1,2, \ldots)$ .
Proposition 5.1. cf. Kato [15]. Suppose that $B:\mathcal{X}arrow \mathcal{X}$ is a bounded linear operator
with operator norm $\Vert B\Vert_{\mathcal{L}(\mathcal{X})}$ . Both of linear operators $\rho^{*}B\rho$ : $\mathcal{H}0arrow \mathcal{H}_{0}$ and $\rho\rho^{*}B$ : $\mathcal{X}arrow \mathcal{X}$
are of trace class. Their traces are equal:
$tr\rho^{*}B\rho=tr\rho\rho^{*}B.$
Since $\rho\rho^{*}B$ is in trace class, it has the kernel function $\exists k(s, t)\in L^{2}([0, T]\cross[0, T]),i.e.,$
(5.3) $\rho\rho^{*}Bf(s)=\int_{0}^{T}k(s, t)f(t)dt (\forall f\in \mathcal{X})$ .
In particular, the kernel function of $\rho\rho^{*}$ is the Green operator for the Dirichlet boundary value
problem.
Proposition 5.2. $k(s, t)$ has the properties:
1. If each $s\in[0, T]$ is xed, then the function $k_{s}$ : $[0, T]\ni tarrow k(s, t)$ is a well-dened
function in $\mathcal{X}$ of $t.$
2. $[0, T]\ni sarrow k_{S}\in \mathcal{X}$ is a strongly continuous mapping from $[0, T]$ to $\mathcal{X}.$
3. The function $[0, T]\ni sarrow k(s, t)$ regarded as a function of $s$ is in the image of the map $\rho$
if $t$ is xed for almost all $t\in[0, T].$
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Proposition 5.3. The value $k(t, t)$ is well-dened for almost all $t\in[O, T]$ and
$\int_{0}^{T}|k(t, t)|^{2}dt<\infty.$
$tr \rho\rho^{*}B=\int_{0}^{T}k(t, t)dt.$
\S 5.2. Admissible vector eld
Let $p$ be a $C^{1}$ map $p:\mathcal{H}_{xy}\ni\gammaarrow p(\gamma)\in \mathcal{H}0$ . Then $p(\gamma)$ is a tangent vector eld on $\mathcal{H}_{xy}.$
We write as usual $p(\gamma, s)=\rho p(\gamma)(s)$ . We have $\partial_{s}p(\gamma, s)\in \mathcal{X}.$
Denition 5.4 (Admissible vector eld). We say that $p(\gamma)$ is an admissible vector eld if
$p(\gamma)$ has the following properties:
1. There exits a $C^{1}$ map $q:\mathcal{H}arrow \mathcal{X}$ such that
(5.4) $p(\gamma)=\rho^{*}q(\gamma)$ , $(\gamma\in \mathcal{H}_{x,y})$ .
2. If $\gamma\in \mathcal{H}_{x,y}$ , then there exists a bounded linear map $B(\gamma)\in \mathcal{L}(\mathcal{X})$ such that the Fr\'echet
dierential $Dq(\gamma):\mathcal{H}0\ni harrow Dq(\gamma)[h]\in \mathcal{X}$ is given by
(5.5) $Dq(\gamma)[h]=B(\gamma)\rho h$ $(h\in \mathcal{H}_{0})$ .
Remark 5.5. Suppose $p(\gamma)$ is an admissible vector eld. Then we often write $\frac{\delta q(\gamma)}{\delta\gamma}$ for
$B(\gamma)$ . It follows from (5.4) and (5.5) that
$Dp(\gamma)[h]=\rho^{*}B(\gamma)\rho h (\gamma\in \mathcal{H}_{x,y}, h\in \mathcal{H}_{0})$ .
That is, for all $\gamma\in \mathcal{H}_{x,y}$ and $h_{1},$ $h_{2}\in \mathcal{H}0,$
$(Dp(\gamma)[h_{1}], h_{2})_{\mathcal{H}_{0}}=(B(\gamma)\rho h_{1}, \rho h_{2})_{\mathcal{X}}.$
Denition 5.6 (Divergence of a vector eld). Suppose that $p(\gamma)$ is an admissible vector
eld. We dene its divergence $Divp(\gamma)$ at $\gamma\in \mathcal{H}_{x,y}$ by the following equality:
$Divp(\gamma)=tr\rho^{*}B(\gamma)\rho=tr\rho^{*}\frac{\delta q(\gamma)}{\delta\gamma}\rho.$
Remark 5.7 (Another expression of divergence). Let $p(\gamma)$ be an admissible vector eld.
Since $p(\gamma, s)=(\rho p(\gamma))(s)$ for $s\in[0, T],$ $p(\gamma, s)=(\rho\rho^{*}q(\gamma))(s)$ . Therefore, it follows from (5.5)
that
$Dp(\gamma, s)[h]=(\rho\rho^{*}Dq(\gamma)[h])(s)=(\rho\rho^{*}B(\gamma)\rho h)(s)$ .
Let $k_{\gamma}(s, t)$ be the integral kernel function of the trace class operator $\rho\rho^{*}B(\gamma)$ . Then
(5.6) $Dp( \gamma, s)[h]=\int_{0}^{T}k_{\gamma}(s, t)(\rho h)(t)dt.$
We often write $\frac{\delta p(\gamma,s)}{\delta\gamma(t)}$ for $k_{\gamma}(s, t)$ , i.e.,
(5.7) $Dp( \gamma, s)[h]=\int_{0}^{T}\frac{\delta p(\gamma,s)}{\delta\gamma(t)}\rho h(t)dt.$
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The next Proposition follows from Proposition 5.3.
Proposition 5.8. Assume $p(\gamma)$ is an admissible vector eld. Then
$Divp(\gamma)=\int_{0}^{T}\frac{\delta p(\gamma,t)}{\delta\gamma(t)}dt.$
The notion of admissible vector eld dened above is an analogy to innitesimal version of
\ admissible transformation" in the case of Wiener integral. cf.[13].
\S 5.3. $m$-smooth functional
We use the following notation : Let $\mathcal{Y}$ be a Banach space with norm $\Vert\Vert_{\mathcal{Y}}$ . Let $\Delta$ be a
division of $[0, T],$ $\gamma\triangle$ and $\{x_{J+1}, x_{J}, . . . , x_{1}, x_{0}\}$ be as before. Assume that $F(\gamma_{\triangle})$ is a map
$F:\Gamma(\Delta)\ni\gamma_{\Delta}arrow F(\gamma_{\triangle})\in \mathcal{Y}$ and is innitely dierentiable with respect to $(x_{J+1}, \ldots, x_{0})$ . Let
$K$ be a nonnegative integer, $m$ be a nonnegative constant and $X\geq 1$ be a constant. Then we
dene a norm of $F(\gamma_{\triangle})$ dened on $\Gamma(\Delta)$ :
(5.8) $\Vert F(\gamma_{\triangle})\Vert_{\{\mathcal{Y},\triangle,m,K,X,\}}$
$=j=0,1,..,J+1 \max_{0\leq\alpha_{j}.\leq K}, \sup_{(x_{J+1},\ldots,x_{0})\in R^{J+1}} (1+|x_{J+1}|+ \cdots +|x_{0}|)^{-m}\Vert\prod_{j=0}^{J+1}X^{-|\alpha_{j}|}\partial_{x_{j}}^{\alpha_{j}}F(\gamma_{\triangle})\Vert_{\mathcal{Y}}$
Moreover if $F(\gamma)$ is dened on $\mathcal{H}$ , then we dene
(5.9) $\Vert F\Vert_{\{\mathcal{Y};m,K,X\}}=\sup_{\Delta}\Vert F\Vert_{\{\mathcal{Y};\triangle,m,K,X\}},$
where $\sup$ is taken over all divisions $\triangle$ of $[0, T]$ . If $\mathcal{Y}=R$ or $C$ , we simply write $\Vert F\Vert_{\{\triangle,m,K,X\}}$
and $\Vert F\Vert_{\{m,K,X\}}.$
Suppose that a functional $F(\gamma)$ : $\mathcal{H}_{x,y}arrow C$ is Fr\'echet dierentiable at $\gamma$ . Then $DF(\gamma)$
denotes its dierential. For $h\in \mathcal{H}_{0},$
$DF(\gamma)[h]=(DF(\gamma), h)_{\mathcal{H}_{0}} (h\in \mathcal{H}_{0})$ .
Moreover, if there exists a density $f_{\gamma}(s)\in \mathcal{X}$ such that $DF(\gamma)=\rho^{*}f_{\gamma},i.e.,$
(5.10) $DF( \gamma)[h]=\int_{0}^{T}f_{\gamma}(s)\rho h(s)ds (h\in \mathcal{H}_{0})$ ,
then we often write $\frac{\delta F(\gamma)}{\delta\gamma(s)}$ or $\delta F(\gamma)(s)$ for $f_{\gamma}(s)$ .
Denition 5.9. Let $m\geq 0$ be a constant. We call $F(\gamma)$ an $m$-smooth functional if $F(\gamma)$
satises the following conditions.
F-I $F(\gamma)$ is an innitely dierentiable map from $\mathcal{H}$ to C.
F-2 $\forall x,$ $\forall y\in R$ and $\gamma\in \mathcal{H}_{xy}$ the dierential $DF(\gamma)$ has its density $\frac{\delta F(\gamma)}{\delta\gamma(s)}$ , that is, $\forall\gamma\in$
$\mathcal{H}_{x,y}\forall h\in \mathcal{H}0$
$DF( \gamma)[h]=\int_{0}^{T}\frac{\delta F(\gamma)}{\delta\gamma(s)}\rho h(s)ds,$
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F-3 Functional $\frac{\delta F(\gamma)}{\delta\gamma(s)}$ is a continuous functional of $\mathcal{H}\cross[0, T]\ni(\gamma, s)arrow C$ . It is innitely
dierentiable with respect to $\gamma\in \mathcal{H}_{x,y}$ if $s$ is xed.
F-4 For any integer $K\geq 0$ there are constants $A_{K}>0$ and $X_{K}\geq 1$ such that $\forall K=0$ , 1, 2, . . . ,,
(5.11) $A_{K}= \sup_{\gamma\in \mathcal{H}}(\Vert F(\gamma)\Vert_{\{m,K,X_{K}\}}+\sup_{s\in[0,T]}\Vert\frac{\delta F(\gamma)}{\delta\gamma(s)}\Vert_{\{m,K,X_{K}\}})<\infty.$
Remark 5.10. Let $\delta_{2}$ be so small that $v_{2}\delta_{2}^{2}<4$ and $v_{2}\delta_{2}<1$ . If $T\leq\delta_{2}$ , then a $m$-smooth
functional satises condition of N. Kumano-go 4.1 and it is $F$-integrable".
\S 5.4. An integration by parts formula
Denition 5.11. Let $m$ be a nonnegative number. We say that the vector eld $p(\gamma)$ is an
$m$-admissible vector eld if it has all the following properties:
Pl $p$ is an innitely dierentiable map $p:\mathcal{H}\ni\gammaarrow p(\gamma)\in \mathcal{H}0$ of which the restriction to $\mathcal{H}_{xy}$
is an admissible vector eld for any xed $x,$ $y\in R$ , that is, there are $C^{\infty}$ maps $q:\mathcal{H}arrow \mathcal{X}$
and $B$ : $\mathcal{H}arrow \mathcal{L}(\mathcal{X})$ such that $p(\gamma)=\rho^{*}q(\gamma)$ and that for $\gamma\in \mathcal{H}_{x,y}$ and all $h\in \mathcal{H}0,$
$Dq(\gamma)[h]=B(\gamma)\rho h.$
P2 The map $\mathcal{H}\ni\gammaarrow B(\gamma)\in \mathcal{L}(\mathcal{X})$ is innitely dierentiable. For any integer $K\geq 0$ there
exists a constant $Y_{K}\geq 1$ such that





Let $\delta_{0}$ be as in (1.2). Our main theorem is the following cf.[9]:
Theorem 5.12 (Integration by parts). Let $T\leq\delta_{0}$ . Suppose that $F(\gamma)$ is an $m$-smooth
functional and that $p(\gamma)$ is an $m$ '-admissible vector eld. We further assume that two of
$DF(\gamma)\lceil p(\gamma)],$ $F(\gamma)Divp(\gamma)$ and $F(\gamma)DS(\gamma)\lceil p(\gamma)$ ] are $F$-integrable. Then the rest is also F-
integrable and the following equality holds.
(5.13) $\int_{\Omega_{xy}}DF(\gamma)\lceil p(\gamma)]e^{i\nu S(\gamma)}\mathcal{D}(\gamma)$
$=- \int_{\Omega_{xy}}F(\gamma)Divp(\gamma)e^{i\nu S(\gamma)}\mathcal{D}(\gamma)-i\nu\int_{\Omega_{xy}}F(\gamma)DS(\gamma)\lceil p(\gamma)]e^{i\nu S(\gamma)}\mathcal{D}(\gamma)$ .
Remark 5.13. cf. N.Kumano-go [12]. If $p(\gamma, s)$ is independent of $\gamma$ , i.e., $p(\gamma, s)=h(s)$
then Divp$(\gamma)=0$ and the above formula reduces to
(5.14) $\int_{\Omega_{x,y}}DF(\gamma)[h]e^{i\nu S(\gamma)}\mathcal{D}(\gamma)=-i\nu\int_{\Omega_{x,y}}F(\gamma)DS(\gamma)[h]e^{i\nu S(\gamma)}\mathcal{D}(\gamma)$ .
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We explain the idea of proof. We use the abbreviation:
$N( \triangle)=\prod_{j=1}^{J+1}(\frac{v}{2\pi i\tau_{j}})^{1/2}$
and set $y\triangle,j=p(\gamma_{\Delta}, T_{j})=\rho p(\gamma_{\triangle})(T_{j})$ for $j=0$ , 1, . . . , $J+1$ , in particular $y_{0}=0=y_{J+1}$ . It
is clear from denition of oscillatory integrals on $R^{J}$ that
$\int_{R^{J}}\sum_{j=1}^{J}\frac{\partial}{\partial x_{j}}(\Delta).$
It follows from this that
(5.15) $N( \triangle)\int_{R^{J}}\sum_{j=1}^{J}\partial_{x_{j}}(F(\gamma_{\triangle}))y_{\Delta,j}e^{i\nu S(\gamma\Delta)}\prod_{j=1}^{J}dx_{j}$
$=-N( \Delta)\int_{R^{J}}F(\gamma_{\triangle})\sum_{j=1}^{J}\partial_{x_{j}}(y_{\triangle,j})e^{ivS(\gamma\Delta)}\prod_{j=1}^{J}dx_{j}$
$-i \nu N(\Delta)\int_{R^{J}}y_{\triangle,j}\partial_{x_{j}}S(\gamma_{\triangle})e^{i\nu S(\gamma\triangle}\prod_{j=1}^{J}dx_{j}.$
Theorem 5.12 follows from the next Proposition.
Proposition 5.14.
(5.16) $\lim_{\trianglearrow 0}N(\triangle)\int_{R^{J}}F(\gamma_{\triangle})\sum_{j=1}^{J}y_{\triangle,j}\partial_{x_{j}}S(\gamma_{\Delta})e^{i\nu S(\gamma_{\Delta})}\prod_{j=1}^{J}dx_{j}$
$= \int_{\Omega}F(\gamma)DS(\gamma)\lceil p(\gamma)]e^{i\nu S(\gamma)}\mathcal{D}(\gamma)$ ,
(5.17) $\lim_{\trianglearrow 0}N(\Delta)\int_{R^{J}}\sum_{j=1}^{J}\partial_{x_{j}}(F(\gamma_{\Delta}))y_{\Delta,j}e^{i\nu S(\gamma\Delta)}\prod_{j=1}^{J}dx_{j}$
$= \int_{\Omega}DF(\gamma)\lceil J^{2}(\gamma)]e^{i\nu S(\gamma)}\mathcal{D}(\gamma)$ ,
(5.18) $\lim_{\Deltaarrow 0}N(\triangle)\int_{R^{J}}F(\gamma_{\triangle})\sum_{j=1}^{J}\partial_{x_{j}}(y_{\Delta,j})e^{ivS(\gamma_{\Delta})}\prod_{j=1}^{J}dx_{j}$
$= \int_{\Omega}F(\gamma)Divp(\gamma)e^{i\nu S(\gamma)}\mathcal{D}(\gamma)$ .
Proof of (5.16). Since $\gamma_{\Delta}(t)$ is a piecewise classical path with edges at $t=T_{j}$ for $j=$
$1$ , 2, . . . , $J$ , integration by parts gives
(5.19) $DS( \gamma_{\triangle})\lceil\int J(\gamma_{\Delta})]=\int_{0}^{T}(\frac{d}{dt}\gamma_{\Delta}(t)\frac{d}{dt}p(\gamma_{\Delta}, t)-\partial_{x}V(t, \gamma_{\triangle}(t))p(\gamma_{\Delta}, t))dt$




Idea of proof of (5.17). Since $F(\gamma)$ is $m$-smooth, $\delta F(\gamma)=\delta F(\gamma)/\delta\gamma\in \mathcal{X}$ . We
express the right hand side of (5.17) as a limit of time slicing approximation. Then we have
only to prove that
(5.20) $\lim_{\Deltaarrow 0}N(\Delta)\int_{R^{J}}(\sum_{j=1}^{J}\partial x_{j}(F(\gamma_{\Delta}))y_{\triangle,j}-DF(\gamma\triangle)\lceil p(\gamma_{\triangle})])e^{i\nu S(\gamma_{\Delta})}\prod_{j=1}^{J}dx_{j}=0.$
Let $\zeta_{\triangle,j}(t)=\partial_{x_{j}}\gamma_{\triangle}(t)$ for $t\in[0, T]$ . Then $\partial_{x_{j}}F(\gamma_{\triangle})=(\delta F(\gamma_{\Delta}), \zeta_{\Delta,j})_{\mathcal{X}}$ . It is clear that
$\zeta_{\triangle,j}(t)=0$ if $t\not\in[T_{j-1}, T_{j+1}]$ and that
(5.21) $\frac{d^{2}}{dt^{2}}\zeta_{\triangle,j}(t)+\partial_{x}^{2}V(t, \gamma_{\Delta}(t))\zeta_{\Delta,j}(t)=0 (t\in(T_{j-1}, T_{j})U(T_{j}, T_{j+1}$
and that $\zeta_{\triangle,j}(T_{j-1})=0=\zeta_{\triangle,j}(T_{j+1})$ and $\zeta_{\Delta,j}(T_{j})=1$ . It is a piecewise $C^{1}$ continuous
function.
We compare $\zeta_{\Delta,j}(t)$ with the piecewise linear function $e\triangle,j(t)$ such that for $1\leq j\leq J$
(5.22) $e\triangle,j(t)=\{\begin{array}{ll}0 if t\not\in[T_{j-1}, T_{j+1}],(t-T_{j-1})\tau_{j}^{-1} if t\in[T_{j-1}, T_{j}],(T_{j+1}-t)\tau_{j+1}^{-1} if t\in[T_{j}, T_{j+1}].\end{array}$
$e_{\triangle,0}(t)$ and $e_{\triangle,J+1}(t)$ are dened in such a way that
(5.23) $\sum_{j=0}^{J+1}e_{\Delta,j}(t)=1 (t\in[0, T$
Then it turns out that for any $\alpha,$ $\beta$
(5.24) $|\partial_{x_{j-1}}^{\alpha}\partial_{x_{j}}^{\beta}(\zeta_{\Delta,j}(t)-e_{\Delta,j}(t))|=\mathcal{O}(\tau_{j}^{2}) (t\in[T_{j-1}, T_{j}])$
(5.25) $|\partial_{x_{j}}^{\alpha}\partial_{x_{j+1}}^{\beta}(\zeta_{\Delta,j}(t)-e_{\triangle,j}(t))|=\mathcal{O}(\tau_{j+1}^{2}) (t\in[T_{j}, T_{j+1}$
Therefore,
$DF( \gamma_{\triangle})\lceil p(\gamma_{\triangle})]-\sum_{j}\partial_{x_{j}}F(\gamma_{\Delta})y_{\triangle,j}=DF(\gamma_{\triangle})[p(\gamma_{\Delta})]-\sum_{j}y_{\triangle,j}(\delta F(\gamma_{\triangle}), \zeta_{\triangle,j})_{\mathcal{X}}$
$= \sum_{j}(\delta F(\gamma_{\Delta}), (\rho p(\gamma_{\Delta})-y_{\triangle,j})e\triangle,j)_{\mathcal{X}}-\sum_{j}y_{\triangle,j}(\delta F(\gamma_{\triangle}), (e_{\Delta,j}-\zeta_{\triangle,j}))_{\mathcal{X}},$




Since $p(\gamma)$ is $m'$-admissible, $\rho p(\gamma_{\triangle})(t)=\rho\rho^{*}q(\gamma_{\triangle})$ is in $C^{1}([0, T As \rho p(\gamma_{\Delta})(T_{j})=y_{\triangle,j}$ and
$e_{\triangle,j}$ vanishes outside $[T_{j-1}, T_{j+1}]$ , we can show
$(\rho p(\gamma_{\Delta})(t)-y_{\triangle,j})e_{\Delta,j}(t)=\mathcal{O}(\tau_{j}+\tau_{j+1}) (t\in[0, T$
Hence
(5.27)
$\sum_{j}(\delta F(\gamma_{\Delta}), (\rho p(\gamma_{\Delta})(t)-y_{\Delta,j})e_{\triangle,j}))_{\mathcal{X}}=\mathcal{O}(|\triangle|T)$
.
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It follows from (5.26),(5.27) and Theorem 3.2 that
(5.28) $N( \triangle)\int_{R^{J}}(\sum_{j=1}^{J}\partial x_{j}(F(\gamma_{\Delta}))y_{\triangle,j}-DF(\gamma_{\triangle})\lceil p(\gamma_{\Delta})])e^{i\nu S(\gamma}\Delta)\prod_{j=1}^{J}dx_{j}=\mathcal{O}(T|\Delta|)$ .
This shows (5.20).
Similarly, we can show (5.18).
\S 6. Application to semiclassical asymptotic behaviour of Feynman path
integrals
We always assume $T<\delta$ . Let $F(\gamma)$ be an $m$-smooth functional. Then semiclassical
asymptotic formula (4.3) was proved by Kumano-go [12]. The principal part of (4.3) is $F(\gamma^{*})$ ,
the value of $F$ at the classical path $\gamma^{*}.$
What happens if $F(\gamma^{*})=0$ ? Integration by parts formula enables us to get a sharper
information even in this case.
Assumption 6.1. 1. $F(\gamma)$ is a real valued $m$-smooth functional. For xed $\gamma\in \mathcal{H}_{x,y},$
$\frac{\delta F(\gamma)}{\delta\gamma(s)}$ is a $\mathcal{X}$-valued function, which we write $\frac{\delta F(\gamma)}{\delta\gamma}$ . The map $\mathcal{H}_{x,y}\ni\gammaarrow\frac{\delta F(\gamma)}{\delta\gamma}\in \mathcal{X}$ is
a $C^{\infty}$ map. There exists a $C^{\infty}$ map $\mathcal{H}_{x,y}\ni\gammaarrow A(\gamma)\in B(\mathcal{X})$ such that for any $h\in \mathcal{H}0,$
(6.1) $D \frac{\delta F(\gamma)}{\delta\gamma}[h]=A(\gamma)\rho h.$
2. Linear operator $A(\gamma)$ has the integral kernel $k_{\gamma}(s, t)$ which is continuous in $(s, t)\in[O, T]\cross$




Suppose $F(\gamma)$ satises the above conditions and $F(\gamma^{*})=$ O. Let $\gamma_{\theta}=\theta\gamma+(1-\theta)\gamma^{*}$ for
$0\leq\theta\leq 1$ . We dene an element $\zeta(\gamma)\in \mathcal{X}$ by
(6.3) $\zeta(\gamma, t)=\int_{0}^{1}\frac{\delta F(\gamma)}{\delta\gamma(t)}|_{\gamma=\gamma\theta}d\theta.$
Let $\tilde{W}(\gamma)$ be the multiplication operator in $\mathcal{X}$ dened by
(6.4) $\mathcal{X}\ni g(s)arrow\tilde{W}(\gamma, s)g(s) (g\in \mathcal{X}))$
where
(6.5) $\tilde{W}(\gamma, s)=\int_{0^{\partial_{x}^{2}V(\mathcal{S}}}^{1}, \gamma_{\theta(s))d\theta}.$




Proposition 6.2. If $F(\gamma)$ satises our assumptions and $F(\gamma^{*})=0$ , then $p(\gamma)$ is an m-
admissible vector eld and
(6.7) $DS(\gamma)\lceil p(\gamma)]=F(\gamma)$ .
Thus $DS(\gamma)\lceil p(\gamma)$ ] is $F$ -integrable. The following equality holds:
(6.8) $\int_{\Omega_{xy}}F(\gamma)e^{i\nu S(\gamma)}\mathcal{D}[\gamma]=\int_{\Omega_{xy}}DS(\gamma)[p(\gamma)]e^{i\nu S(\gamma)}\mathcal{D}[\gamma].$
We can apply the integration by parts theorem 5.12 and obtain
Theorem 6.3. Suppose $F(\gamma)$ is an $m$ -smooth functional with some $m\geq 0$ and it satises
the additional assumption 6.1. Assume further that $F(\gamma^{*})=$ O. Dene $\zeta(\gamma, t)$ and $p(\gamma)$ as
above. Then we have
(6.9) $\int_{\Omega_{xy}}F(\gamma)e^{i\nu S(\gamma)}\mathcal{D}[\gamma]=-(i\nu)^{-1}\int_{\Omega_{xy}}Divp(\gamma)e^{i\nu S(\gamma)}\mathcal{D}[\gamma].$
Apply Kumano-go's theorem of semiclassical asymptotics to (6.9), we have the following
theorem.
Theorem 6.4. [12]. Under the same assumption as in Theorem 6.3 the following asymp-
totic formula holds:
$\int_{\Omega_{xy}}F(\gamma)e^{i\nu S(\gamma)}\mathcal{D}[\gamma]$
$=( \frac{-i\nu}{2\pi T})^{1/2}D(T, 0, x, y)^{-1/2}e^{i\nu S(\gamma^{*})}(-(i\nu)^{-1}Divp(\gamma^{*})+\nu^{-2}r(\nu, T, 0, x, y$
For $\forall\alpha,$ $\beta$ there exists a constant $C_{\alpha\beta}>0$ such that
(6.10) $|\partial_{x}^{\alpha}\partial_{y}^{\beta}r(\nu, T, 0, x, y)|\leq C_{\alpha\beta}(1+|x|+|y|)^{m}.$
Let $G_{\gamma}*(t, s)$ be the Green function of dierential equation of Jacobi eld:
(6.11) $-( \frac{d^{2}}{dt^{2}}+\partial_{x}^{2}V(t, \gamma^{*}(t)))u(t)=f(t) , u(O)=0=u(T)$ .
Calculation shows:
Theorem 6.5. Under the same assumption as in Theorem 6.4
$Divp(\gamma^{*})=\frac{1}{2}\int_{0}^{T}\int_{0}^{T}\frac{\delta}{\delta\gamma(t)}(G_{\gamma}*(t, s)\frac{\delta F(\gamma^{*})}{\delta\gamma(s)})dsdt$
$= \frac{1}{2}\int_{0}^{T}\int_{0}^{T}\frac{\delta G_{\gamma^{*}}(t,s)}{\delta\gamma(t)}\frac{\delta F(\gamma^{*})}{\delta\gamma(s)}dsdt+\frac{1}{2}\int_{0}^{T}\int_{0}^{T}G_{\gamma^{*}}(t, s)\frac{\delta^{2}F(\gamma^{*})}{\delta\gamma(s)\delta\gamma(t)}dsdt.$
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$=( \frac{\nu}{2\pi iT})^{1/2}D(T, 0, x, y)^{-1/2}e^{i\nu S(\gamma^{*})}$
$\cross(-(i2\nu)^{-1}\int_{0}^{T}\int_{0}^{T}G_{\gamma}*(s, t)a(s, t)dsdt+\nu^{-2}r(v, T, 0, x, y))$ .
Here $r(\nu, T, 0, x, y)$ satises (6.10) with $m=2.$
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